had just hooked the fish of a lifetime on New Zealand's mighty Tongariro
River. Some way off, my Kiwi fishing pal had spotted the curve in my rod and
was waving frantically, "Turn him, turn him!" he yelled. "Turn him" I thought,
"what on earth is he on about?" The fish was moving out into the main
current and my plan was simply to stay in good contact, keep calm and hopefullyland the trout of my dreams. If only things had been that simple. The fish,
now in the main flow, charged 50 yards downstream before plunging
straight into a huge log-jam smashing my tippet to smithereens. Panting, my friend arrived, "You should have turned him you silly Pom, you should have turned him!" Over
the following months I had a crash-course on how to play powerful Kiwi trout and eventually big fish started to come to my net. The fish-fighting lessons I learned down
under have stayed with me and I now land many a fine fish, here in the UK, which in
years gone by would have been added to the list of 'the ones that got away'.
Many UK fly fishers don't see playing their quarry as much of a technical skill and
as a result lose a lot of fish - especially the big ones. The conventional wisdom is that
if you stay in good contact and hold your nerve, then you should be alright. This approach
works some of the time, but as I learned the hard way in New Zealand, the better fish
will skunk you and knowing how to handle a strong fish takes a considerable amount
of skill, thought and experience. How many times have you lost a fish and said to yourself, "Ah well, there was nothing I could do about that one"? Well I hope that by reading on you might see things differently. Whether you are into an 80z brown on an
upland stream or a tolb rainbow on the Tongariro, the principles of fish-fighting remain
the same. Here are my tips for playing powerful fish.

Hooked to a fish of your dreams?
ROBERT MacDOUGALL-DAVIS

offers a dozen top tips for playing big fish so they
don't become the 'one that got away'

The angler uses side-strain
to turn the fish away from
the under-cut bank.

TECHNIQUE· PLAYING FISH

o
Make a game plan
It is best to have a game plan well before you
hook a fish. Before you cast to a fish take a
quick look around for potential
obstacles.
therefore

snags and

Even when fishing blind and are
uncertain

as to when you may next

hook a fish you can still have a rough plan in
mind. For example, a salmon angler working
his way down a pool has plenty of time to
take note of turbulent rapids, big submerged
boulders

or other fish-fighting

hazards.

Having a game plan is particularly
if you are after a real whopper.
whopper

important

Now a

may be a 61b steel head in British

Columbia or a lib brown on a Dartmoor
stream - it's all relative. Even a small trout
needs to be skilfully played providing

your

tackle is not over-gunned. You will probably
get away with 'winging it' some of the time,
but when you get into the better fish a game
plan comes into its own.

o
Getting fish on
the reel
It never ceases to amaze me how many fly
fishers attempt

to strip in good fish only to

lose them when loops of knotted line get
snagged in vegetation or jammed in the rodrings as soon as the fish runs. The moment
you hook a fish capable of taking line your
first thought should be to get it onto the reel
as soon as possible. A reel with a large
arbour helps recover loose line quickly and a
powerful

drag system

is vital for putting the

brakes on a running fish. Playing a fish off
the reel, even a l20z brown on light tackle,
gives you great control and tippet protection
and keeps the fly line out of harm's way.
Haphazardly

yanking at line around your feet

and letting it slip through

your fingers as a

fish runs is likely to result in jagging
pressure, thrown hooks and break-efts.

e
Stay in touch
One of the most important

fish-fighting

tips

of all is to stay in touch with your quarry at all
times. Hauling as the fish takes helps to pick
up loose line and stay in contact

right from

the off. Fish are frequently very lightly
hooked and if you lose contact, even for a

it may be necessary to take off pressure
altogether, but this is an absolute last resort.
I once hooked a big wild trout on New
Zealand's

river Boyle that tore downstream

under a fallen tree that bridged the river. I
frantically stripped line from my reel to
reduce all pressure, before handing my rod
under the fallen tree, gathering up the loose
line and continuing

the fight downstream.

Another trick worth knowing is that suddenly
taking the pressure

off a running fish can

stop it in its tracks, or even cause it to turn
180' and head straight back towards you.
However, this is an ultra-high
should only be attempted
situations,
The writer keeps the rod butt at 90' to a good Garry salmon and keeps his fly line clear of the water to
avoid putting extra strain on the leader.

risk-tactic

such as when you are about to be

'spooled' (ie no line left on the reel) or if the
fish is on the brink of charging down rapids.
The other option, in these situations

split second. it can be curtains. It is also
worth remembering
that the hook-hold often
changes during the fight and keeping in good
contact

increases the chances of it getting

really firm hold; a fish originally

a

lightly hooked

can become well hooked during the fight if
you keep in contact. Now we all know that
horrible feeling when a fish runs towards

you

so fast that you just can't reel or strip fast
enough. In this situation, the only option is to
strip line as fast as possible, keep the rod
high above your head and move backwards
in a bid to maintain contact.

o

Get downstream and
keep a short line

limits of your tippet by powering
fish and remember

experienced fly fishers use their free hand to
help support the butt section of the rod; this
prevents the rod-tip creeping forwards
during the fight. If the rod-tip does creep
forward,

or worse if it is pointed towards

position.

yourself

into a

A fish that is upstream

Hold a hook-less fly in your fingers and ask
your friend to stand 20 yards away and apply
considerable pressure with the rod. Now get
them to rotate the rod 90' , so it is on its side
and slightly pointed towards

the

pressure will dramatically

you. The

increase and you

fish, the shock-absorbing

qualities of the rod

will feel the inexorable

are lost and the pressure

on the tippet will

the fly is pulled from your fingers. Side-strain
is a very powerful tool and a great way of

'dramatically increase - this is the cause of
many a break-off. If the fish shakes its head
or 'kicks' allow your arm to act as an
extension of the rod by keeping a relaxed
arm and 'soft hands'.

o

of the fish as much as possible,

manoeuvring

downstream

the butt of the

rod is kept at around 90' to the fish. In the
absence of a fighting butt, many

the fish

o
Side-strain

and you can apply much more pressure on
fish than you think, providing

even if that means running after the fish or
carefully

that 31b tippet on a AFTM

is to pile

on the pressure in the hope of turning
- enter side-strain.

#4 is far better protected than a 31b tippet
on AFTM #5. The rod is a shock-absorber

When playing a fish in a river try and stay
downstream

in the odd

and

in extreme

Reducing pressure

avoiding problems

power of side-strain

as

before they happen. If

there is even a hint of a fish diving too deep,
moving towards a submerged log or running
out the back of a pool, then don't give the fish
a look in. Pile on the side-strain and turn the
fish's head 90' from the direction in which it
is heading. Trout are torpedo-shaped
and if
you manage to pull the head round then the
fish will generally be forced to kite round in

of you has to work hard against the current
and the pressure from the rod, whereas a fish

Most fish are lost towards the end of the
fight as they thrash on the surface or make

the current

that gets below you will use the current

their last ditch bid for freedom. At this stage
of the battle very slightly reducing the

managed to turn that big Tongariro

rainbow

away from the surging main current

and into

advantage.

A downstream

the hook pulls directly

position

ensures

into the fish's mouth

as opposed to being pulled directly
positions

to its

out when

are reversed. The other thing to

remember is to try and keep as short a line as
possible, particularly if you are playing a fish
in a tight situation.

A short line gives you

some control over the fish and allows you to
steer it around potential

obstacles.

The less

fly line in the water the better, because a
dragging

line puts considerable

strain on

your tippet and is also a major snagging

risk,

as those who have lost fish around big
boulders will well know.

and change course. If I had

known how to use side-strain

I might have

safer water. Finally, when trying to tire strong

pressure, while maintaining firm contact.
can give you that little bit more control.

fish pull them towards

There are occasions

the river or lake. Big fish don't like the

during the battle when

the shallow edges of

shallows and they will spend a lot of energy
working to get back to deeper water.

o
Making a fish 'dizzy'
Side-strain

can also be used to disorientate

fish and make them 'dizzy'. I have seen this
done to great effect by many skilful Kiwi
anglers playing 51b+ trout and I have

o

successfully

used this technique

here in the

UK while playing more modest fish around

Applying pressure

the 21b mark. The idea is to continually

turn a

fish's head this way and that using

Apply steady, firm pressure from the start of

alternating

side-strain.

This seems to

a fight because the quicker you tire the fish
the higher your chances of landing it. On the

This lovely 41b rainbow was played in very fast

flip side, if you apply too much pressure

water and netted in the small area of slack water

it

can be "Good night Irene"! Get to know the
60
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behind the angler.

TECHNIQUE·

PLAYING FISH

particularly large and explosive fish
such as sea trout, salmon or hard

The fallen tree on the Boyle under which

fighting wild browns. Once you have
mastered it you can even roll the fish

chase a running fish.

up on the surface by a combination

peril! When a powerful

of alternating

on its first run you often have very

side-strain

the writer had to pass his rod in order to

and

fish embarks

standard over-head strain. Making
fish 'dizzy' tires them out like nothing

little option other than to hang on
and hope for the best. A bit of side-

else and gets you into the driving

strain here and there can help to

seat before the fish does!

guide the run a little and a good reel
drag will come into its own. Keep

o

the rod high and keep as much
main line off the water as possible. You will
need to reduce the pressure considerably

Shepherding fish
Another

limit. Invariably

on as the fish relentlessly

very useful tactic for guiding or

steering fish is to actively shepherd

them

away from snags and into safe water. If you
have noticed a snag of particular

the angler ends up hanging
forges its way

gradually

downstream.
A strong current means that
even the kiting deadweight of a fish is very
difficult

concern,

to contend

with. Another

problem

as

the fish takes line due to the extra force a
dragging fly line puts on the tippet. As you
gather up the line and retrieve the

fish from its run, steadily reapply the
is

and this

pressure.

A running fish often leaps which

such as a submerged tree branch, see if you
can wade over to it. If the fish strays

that fast water is well oxygenated

makes for frisky fish. If the fish drags you

can put a considerable deadweight on the
tippet. A lib leaping trout can easily smash a

dangerously close, use side-strain to steer it
away and make a commotion
by stamping

downstream,

31b tippet. When a fish jumps reduce the

bound after it, keep a short

your feet and slapping the water with your

line and try to guide it away from midstream boulders and other obstacles. See if

free hand. This will invariably

you can swing the fish, using side-strain,

drive the fish

of the main flow and towards

away from the snag and into clear water. If
you have a friend with you they can help to

river where the current

shepherd

pockets

the fish away from obstacles

too,

pressure for a fraction

out

fa

the edge of the

is weaker. Look for

of calmer water where you might be

of a second until the

fish has landed safely back in the water.

Safely into the net

but make sure you both keep your legs

able to subdue the fish and if you really can't

tightly shut or you will end up like the
complete tangler! If the fish does succeed

stop the train then follow it downstream

As gillies frequently

snagging you then don't give up. Reduce the

until you reach the next pool or area of
slower water. As well as putting less strain

pressure on the line and see if you can lift the

on your gear, it is harder for fish to extract

real knack to netting a decent fish. The first
thing to remember is never to rush a fish into
the net. You are far more likely to lose a fish

branch or boulder and release the line. As a
rule of thumb, a snagged fish needs to come

oxygen from slower water so they tire
quickly. Experienced salmon fishers know

by rushing it to the net than by taking your
time and waiting until it is ready. Perhaps the

out the same way it went in so as a last
resort try to power the fish back out of the

this well which is why they work hard to

'most useful tip of all when it comes to netting

weed or log-jam the same way it went in.

into 'dead' water.

in

G

Playing fish in
fast water

guide fish away from the main current

them go, providing

your tackle and fish-fighting

pressure.

its head is over the rim of your

net it is game over.

to let

they are moving into

clear water and you are applying firm

is that all fish, even sharks, only have one

The moment

Runners' and jumpers
When a fish runs it is really important

there is a

gear - they simply can't reverse. With that in
mind you should always net a fish head first.

et

Playing a big fish in fast water is likely to test
skills to the

and

demonstrate,

Hold a running fish back at your

Biologist Robert MadJougall-Davis is a
contributor to the angling press worldwide, aruJ. is
a skilled and cerebralfisherman. Afervent fly
designer and entomologist, he spends the majority
of his time in pursuit of British salmonids.
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